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SUPER CONFIDENTIAL PLEASE - We request your help and advice since you are a veteran

here at ECC...

 

George Xu is the Canadian Chinese who owns EChina Cities and he recently instructed his

web editors to delete any poster who exposes any of his advertisers for scamming

foreigners.  The biggest violator is Rebecca Tang of China ESL who pays over $80,000 a year

to advertise on EChina Cities – Please read all the below links and you will understand WHY

my friend “Slinky” (user name) was just banned along with the users  “Pegasus” who started

to tell the truth on this thread over a month ago that they locked before China ESL was

named.  They saw it coming and stopped the conversation by locking up the thread.

 

http://answers.echinacities.com/node/115523

 

1,247 foreign teachers signed a petition to the Minister of Justice to get China ESL

prosecuted and shut down. George was told about this and he still runs her ads!

 

Please read the contract at this link that bears the signature of Rebecca Tang from China

ESL… then read the email to Teacher Cox advising her to come to China on a F visa.

 

http://open.salon.com/blog/china_business_central/2013/02/21/chinese_sch...

 If you try to tell this story at EChina Cities you get locked out and banned. People were able

to tell the story at Beijinger

http://www.thebeijinger.com/forum/2013/01/31/beware-chinaesl-scam-alert-rebecca-tang-will-

rip-you?page=2    and  http://www.thebeijinger.com/node/1592803

 

Bottom line is that George is taking money from people he knows is scamming us and then

censoring us from telling the truth.  You are a veteran poster here.  Any idea how to warn

others about this without getting banned?  Here are more links on the owner of China

ESL…

eChinacities Forum

Answer of the Day >>
Q: Easier for teachers to "hate" China
than other expats working here?

A:  Interesting question!At first glance,
I would be inclined to say
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http://eslwatch.info/china-2/bad-recruiters-review-in-china/7150-webb-international

http://www.chinaforeignteachersunion.org/2012/12/china-foreign-teachers-union-posts-

esl.html

http://www.tefl.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=21&t=5784&p=13691#p13656

 

I also notice that China Scam Patrol was banned for trying to warn people about her three

months ago. The owners of Echinacities have zero ethics.  Slinky’s roomie, my sister, and

dozens of expats got deported because of this woman that Echincities is protecting.  Google

this woman and you will see everyone at ECC knows about here but they keep taking her

money and helps her screw people over - namely us expats.  Any ideas friend?  We don't

want to embarass George, we just want the ads to stop and the people who were banned to

be welcomed back since they did nothing wrong but try to tell the truth.

I agree that agents scam teachers, and that is a good reason not to use them. However, the

teachers who are the victims of such scams are usually themselves scamming the system

themselves. They are not qualified teachers, or come into the country on the wrong visa.

 

There has been a lot written in the press around the world about China being the land of the

scam, so if people still break China's laws to come into the country, then they bring a lot of the

troubles on themselves.

 

Slinky obviously was not who she claimed to be, and seemed to be suggesting that

foreigners were bad as well as agents. There may be a certain amount of truth to this as far

as some foreigners are concerned. Some of her statements, particularly suggesting live

broadcasts of executions during prime time TV, would never be made by a westerner.

 

The evidence you provide all seems to be wrtitten by the same disgruntled person, so I am

not sure how much weight to attach to it.

 

However, I do think the issue of recruiters in general needs to be addressed, so I will do a

story on it if you can verify the facts.

 

I won't name any organisation specifically, and certainly not ECC. I don't think they have

operated wrongly in any way.

 

You can send me an email at contact@chinadailymail.com and I will consider it.

 

Traveler
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